BRANDING PORTFOLIO: THE STEVE TRAUTMAN CO. 2010 – 2012
BY

H E LT C ONSULTING & SERVICES, I NC .

THE BRAND CHALLENGE: To rebrand the client’s image,
define a new brand architecture of company/master brand
and subbrands, and to set a brand strategy for taking the
company to the next level of growth—carrying this out
through on-brand marketing iterations.
SERVICES RENDERED:
Branding, Brand Architecture & Brand Launch
Market Research
Platform-Building & Development of Communication Channels
On-Brand Marketing & Social Media
In the fall 2010, Steve Trautman—founder and principal at what was then called Solutions Strategy, Inc. wanted to define and implement a new brand vision for
his company. The goal was to rebrand Solution Strategy, Inc. (also known as Peer Mentoring; also known as Practical Leader) in a manner appealing to a more
senior level business executive than the company regularly served and to generate larger, enterprise-wide contracts—what he saw as the company’s next level of
growth. As pioneers in the field of knowledge transfer, the company had an impressive blue chip client list—such as Boeing, Nike, Microsoft, Kraft, Kodak, Intel,
and more. But at the time, no formal brand strategy existed. The company’s image was muddied by a widely varied, somewhat outdated mix of products; was
incongruently aimed at mid-level Human Resources managers; and was burying the “gold” of its products and intellectual property. HeLT was hired to cut through
the clutter and define a brand vision that distilled, differentiated, was memorable, and communicated a competitive value proposition to the new target market.
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BEFORE: MARKET RESEARCH

AFTER: MARKET RESEARCH

None beyond anecdotal.

P AST & E XISTING C LIENT RESEARCH : I NTERVIEWS
HeLT conceived, wrote, fielded, and analyzed interviews of current and past
clients of The Steve Trautman Co., to gain customer insight that would inform the
C.O.R.E.E. Brand Positioning Process.*

*Data in images here, and throughout this document, has been changed to
protect privacy and confidentiality.
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AFTER: MARKET RESEARCH
“N EXT LEVEL ” POTENTIAL CLIENT RESEARCH: SENIOR EXECUTIVE INTERVIEWS
HeLT created, fielded, and analyzed web-enabled 30-minute phone interviews
with senior executives to test the brand vision and brand identity decisions made
during the C.O.R.E.E. Brand Positioning process.

Examples:
o Dir. of Global Operations of Citibank
o Executive VP of Distribution of Tootsie Roll
o VP and CTO of Tupperware
o VP of Trade Marketing & Marketing Services of Bacardi
o CIO of Old Republic
o ADAS of Enterprise Systems, Engineering & Operations, Dept. of
Veteran Affairs, U.S.A.
o Sr VP of Business Research Reporting at VISA
o Ex. Producer of Digital Media at Lionsgate
o Dir of IT/CIO, The Economist
o CIO of Westwood One
o and more.

Findings reduced the client’s risk of guesswork and informed final
decisions about the company’s brand vision & values, revision of the
proposed tagline, refinement of their value proposition, and many other
insights that used in the company’s branding and marketing.
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BEFORE: BRAND VISION & VALUES

AFTER: BRAND VISION & VALUES

C LIENT ’ S G ENERAL B RANDING K NOWLEDGE & COMPETENCY

B ASIC B RANDING E DUCATION AND T OOLS

Low.

B RAND V ALUES
Not defined.

C.O.R.E.E. B RAND P OSITIONING P ROCESS Y IELDS B RAND V ALUES

Brand Values:

RELEVANT (practical, business-oriented)

No clear value proposition.

Vision: “Knowledge
Transfer—quick & clear”

QUICK

DEMYSTIFYING

(quick-minded, quick-working)

(clarifying, translating, teaching)
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BEFORE: BRAND POSITIONING
Not defined. No brand strategy.

AFTER: BRAND POSITIONING
A brand position was defined:

BRAND POSITIONING STATEMENT
THE STEVE TRAUTMAN CO.
is better than
other talent management-oriented business consultants, training programs,
or in-house inertia
to serve
knowledge transfer- and talent management-ignorant business executives
who want a measurably ready, productive workforce
because The Steve Trautman Co.
creates and provides the simplest framework for methodically assessing and
mitigating the executives’ talent management risks—in the areas knowledge
transfer, on-boarding new employees, mentoring, and unique-knowledge
retention
by
being the most demystifying, quick, and relevant option for these executives in
today’s marketplace
with the result that
clients feel confident and equipped with solutions they
can understand, can immediately implement, and will work for them long-term.
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BEFORE: BRAND I DENTITY/LOGOS

AFTER: BRAND IDENTITY/LOGOS

P REVIOUS C OMPANY /M ASTER B RAND :

N EW C OMPANY /M ASTER B RAND:

The previous logo communicated a value proposition but was not
aligned with the company’s core competency and business niche—
knowledge transfer—lacked differentiation, and did not appeal to its
new target market of senior level & non-HR executives:

A new logo/wordmark was conceived and designed* for the company as
a result of HeLT’s C.O.R.E.E. Brand Positioning Process. It solved these
problems AND was memorable, communicated the client’s brand values,
and alluded to Trautman’s simple 3-step process for knowledge transfer.

S UBBRANDS :
First, the appropriate brand architecture needed to be chosen…

*An out-of-house designer was used; HeLT wrote the creative brief as result of the
C.O.R.E.E. branding process and consulted on design.
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BRAND ARCHITECTURE: ENDORSED BRAND STRATEGY & LOGOS
Defining and managing brand architecture is one of the most challenging aspects of branding. With an endorsed brand approach, the company/master brand (in this case,
The Steve Trautman Co.) is a point of reference for all the subbrands under it. The main role of the master brand’s “endorsement” is to provide credibility, differentiation,
and assurance to the client or customer. In turn, the subbrands build greater awareness and experiences of the master brand. Endorsed brands can have their own unique
attributes but they will still carry certain common values of their master brand.

EXAMPLES:

HeLT chose endorsed brands as the brand architecture best fit for The Steve Trautman Co. of three reasons tied to how Trautman conducts his business:
1.

BUSINESS STRATEGY FIT.

2.

PERSONA FIT.

3.

MARKETING FIT.

(Ask HeLT for a more in depth explanation of each reason and why the endorsed brand approach was the right choice in this client’s case.)
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BEFORE: BRAND A RCHITECTURE & LOGOS
No brand architecture strategy in place.
No clear way for clients to understand the relationship between the
company’s products.

AFTER: BRAND ARCHITECTURE & LOGOS
HeLT used an endorsed brand approach for the client’s subbrands and
streamlined the company’s products into the easy-to-understand motif of a
simple 3-step process.

Only one subbrand had a unique identity:

[STEP 1: Assess Risk]

[STEP 2: Make a Plan]

[STEP 3: Learn to Act on the Plan]
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BEFORE: BRAND PERSONA
A persona existed, but was not clearly defined.
The client was not setting himself apart from a crowded field of
consultants who give keynotes and lead executive sessions.

AFTER: BRAND PERSONA
HeLT established that Steve Trautman was a “product” and a brand
himself—in addition to his company’s products—and clearly defined his core
brand persona.

Trautman’s brand persona was not integrated throughout all aspects of
his business and its product lines.

THE BRAND PERSONA
CREDIBLE. He’s an expert who trail blazed corporate America’s “gold standard in
knowledge transfer.” He’s been at this work for 20 years, and has held positions
on both sides of the problem, as a line executive and as a consultant. His client list
is blue chip.
DEMYSTIFYING. He’s a superb educator, communicator, and translator. He takes
the mystery out of this work and makes things clear for people. He makes things
“simple but not simplistic.” People leave him feeling more confident, informed,
and equipped.
QUICK. Quick-minded, quick-spoken, and quick-working. He’s extremely bright
and keeps an energetic pace. He can define a problem and come up with a
practical solution as fast as almost anyone. He will not waste your time; some
may call him hard-driving, but he’s action-oriented and conscious of adding real
value. His ideas can be explained 5 -15 minutes and you can begin implementing
them just as quick. He’s high-energy; his presence has a catalyzing effect.
RELEVANT. Real-world, not theoretical/academic. Business-oriented, not touchyfeely. He’s a listener, learner, and inherently curious. He and his team will be
“students of your business,” to get the lingo and tone needed to facilitate meetings
MEASURABLE. Everything can be measured to ensure its working and there’s
accountability…. [ETC.]
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BEFORE: BRAND PERSONA

AFTER: BRAND PERSONA

B RAND P ERSONALITY

B RAND P ERSONALITY

None.

P REVIOUS B RAND HEADSHOT

HeLT’s brand personality exercises revealed the on-brand sweet spot—
what was “too little,” what was “too much,” and what was “just right”
for his brand persona.

N EW B RAND HEADSHOT , P LUS “A CTION SHOT ”

Trautman’s headshot was inconsistent with image he wanted to present to Clevel and line executives.

T RAINING & I MPLEMENTATION FOR E MPLOYEES , SUBCONTRACTORS , AND
S TRATEGIC P ARTNERS
HeLT created a Brand Primer to introduce new employees and
collaborators to the client’s brand and ensures consistency & focus.
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AFTER: ON-BRAND ANCHOR COPY
HeLT wrote a comprehensive document of starter on-brand marketing copy—
“anchor copy”—that could be used by Trautman’s marketing team to create
collateral (e.g. website, brochures and email messaging, etc.).

For further support, HeLT translated this into certain tactical brand iterations….
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AFTER: TACTICAL I TERATIONS OF THE BRAND
SPEAKER’S PACKET

WHITE PAPER

CASE STUDIES

HANDY FACT SHEET/BROCHURE
COLLECTED NAME -BRAND EXECUTIVE ENDORSEMENTS
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TRAUTMAN AFTER: MANIFESTATIONS OF THE BRANDING—PLATFORMS
REVISED ON-BRAND WEBSITE

BEGAN FREE WEBINARS
(TO LAUNCH THE REBRANDING &
FOR LEAD GENERATION )

LAUNCHED A NEW ON-BRAND BLOG

STARTED & MANAGED
THE COMPANY T WEET ON
TWITTER

EXPANDED USE OF LINKED IN
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AFTER: BRAND ROADMAP
HeLT created a brand roadmap—with evaluation points and checklists—to help The Steve Trautman Co. manage the transition from old to new in the next 1 -3 years.*

*Data in these images have been changed to protect the client’s privacy and confidentiality.
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